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Oeeision 89 12 04'1 DEC '1 8 1985 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ,-... fD)'" .-.. ,.. ~..., i"l n :l 
, In 1, n I 1''',1 11' j i /J l' 

In the Matter of the Application of ) lUi ·Ul' I.UU: :: 61U': ~ ~ ! ; , i \ Ii 
Rural Water Company for General Rate ) \::.) , ~ IJUwl.!:a 
Increase for water Service of ) Application 88-01-021 
$47,100 tor 1988 in San Luis Obispo ) (Filed January 21, 19S5) 
County.. ) 

-------------------------------) 

IntXQduction 

(Soo OeciBion 88-10-029 for appearances .. ) 

Additional Appearance 

Barry H. Epstein, Attorney at Law, tor 
customers ot applicant, protestants. 

OP:tNXON 

Rural water Company (Rural) requested authority to 
increase its rates by draft advice letter filed Decembor 14, 1987 .. 
After receiving S letters and a petition containing 138 signatures 
representinq 94 service addresses opposing the proposed increase, 
the dratt advice letter was docketed as a formal application on 
January 21, 1988. PUblic hearings Were held before Administrative 
Law Judge (ALJ) O'Leary at Halcyon on June 1 and 2, 1988.. The 
matter was submitted with the filing of the transeript on June 14, 
1988.. During the hearings that were held on June 1 and 2, 1988, 
Richard Finnstrom (Finnstrom) testified that he was responsible tor 
updating Rural's rate base for the years 1982 through 198$, no 
mention was made of a written report. At those hearings the 
customers of Rural were represented by Russell C. McGee (MeGee) who 
is also a, customer of Rural. ALJ o"Leary'sopinion setting forth 
recommendations,. findings and conclusions was filed' on August ~S, 
1985~ On September 20,' 1988', McGee filed a petition to set aside 
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submission (petition) in accordance with the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure. The petition alleged that certain 
materials, namely: 

1. A report ~y Finnstrom, entitled HRural 
Water CompanY--Correction of Plant and 
Oepreciation Reserve Records through 1985H 
dated 3/16/87, and 

2. Oecision (0.) 83-06-009 in Application 
CA.) 82-12-69. (The documents are attached 
to the petition as Attachments A and S, 
respectively. ) 

had ~ecome available after the record was completed. The petition 
further alleged that the material may reduce staff's estimate of 

rate ~ase. 
On Octo~er 14, 1988, we issued 0.88-10-029 which was an 

Interim Opinion and Order authorizing an increase in rates. The 
rates authorized were made subject to refund as provided in 
ordering Paragraph 2 as follows: 

"2. The rates authorized in this decision shall 
~e subject to refund upon further order of the 
commission. The amount of revenue subject to 
refund is $9,84S annually plus income tax 
attributable thereto· for the non-contributed 
plant reduction in rate ~ase issue, and $7,560 
annually plus income tax attributable thereto 
for the cash contributions accounting issue." 

Shortly after the filing of the petition to set aside 
submission, the customers of Rural formed "Water Association to 
CUrtail Higher Rates'" (Watcher). McGee is the lead representative 
of Watcher. 

On February 8, 1989, we issued 0.89-02-015 which was an 
Order Setting Aside Submission. ordering paragraph 1 of 
D.89-02-015· provided the following: 

"1. The submission heretofore entered in the 
above-entitled proceeding is set aside and· the 
matter reopened tor the limited purpose of 
receiving in. evidence .the report entitled 
HRural Water Company--correction. of Plant and 
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Depreciation Reserve Records through 1985* 
date a 3/16/87." 

t::ux:ther ..Bearing 
Further hearing was held before A1J O'Leary at Pismo 

Beach on May 18, 1989. At that hearing the matter was s~mitted 
with the filing of concurrent briefs on July 28, 1989. 

The report by Finnstrom, entitled "Rural Water Company-
Correction of Plant and Depreciation Reserve Records through 1985" 

was received in evidence as Exhibit 4. Finnstrom also· sponsored 
Exhibit 3 which a list of the Tract Numbers with their common names 
and developers and Exhibit S entitled "Rural Water Co. Plant." 
Exhibit 5 is a summary of the data set forth in Exhibit 4. 

Watcher contends that Rural collected excess cash 
contributions in the amount of at least $77,650 from developers in 
connection with Tract 841 ($65-,350) ana Tract 760 ($-12,300). 
Watcher further contends that an additional $40,050 of the water 
system in Tract 1088 should be treated as contributed plant rather 
than non-contributed plant. 
ttactS 841 am 7§.Q 

Exhibit 4 classifies Tracts 841 and 760 as contr~uted 
plant~ The actual cost of both tracts is not known. Exhibit 4 

estimates the costs of the plants associated with these tracts as 
follows: 

:tract 841 
Mains, Valves, and Hydrants 
Transmission Line 

Total 

Tract 760 
Mains, Valves, and Hydrants 
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Both of these estimates are Engineering estimates that 
Finnstrom received from Los Padres Engineers, Which is the firm that 
designed the water systems in Tracts 841 and 760. 

The only evidence of the actual cost of the water system 
associated with Tract 841 is an agreement, and copies of two 
cancelled checks totaling $100,000. The cheeks were made payable 
to the owners of Rural Robert A. Smith ( Smith) and Robert H. 
Newdoll (Newdoll) by Phillips-Nichols, the developer of Tr.act 841. 
Herbert Phillips (Phillips), the person who signed the checks, 
testified that it was necessary for him to pay the $100,000 to 
obtain water to Tract 841. He further testified that the 
transmission line cost approximately $30,000 and that he thought 
the line was to· serve two tracts and that therefore his 
responsibility would be 1/2 of that amount or $lS,OOO. Phillip~ 

was also asked the following: 
"Q.. If you were to, hypothetically -- if you 

were to learn that a water company were not 
permitted to charge you this. kind of 
money I' would you want that money back?'" 
(RT 328,; 13--16,.) 

The reply by Phillips was: 

/lAO' I made my deal. I maac my bed. I'll live 
with it." (R'I' 828; 17-18 .. ) 

The closest evidence to an accounting of the actual cost 
of the water system associated with Tract 760 is set forth in 
Exhibit 7 which is a handwritten list of expenditures prepared by 
Bert Huston (Huston), one of the developers of Tract 760. 
Exhibit 7 aiseloses the total cost to· be $63,470.90. That amount 
includes $11,900 paid to Rural and $400 paid to· Pal~ Mesa Water 
company (Palo Mesa) as a condition of providing water service to 

Tract 760. Huston, one of the developers of Tract 760, testified 
that he did not know o,t any physical improvement that was installed 
as a result of those payments. 
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Watcher urges that the excess contributions be deducted 
from rate base. 

The undisputed evidence discloses that Rural may have 
collected excess contributions in connection with Tracts 841 and 
760. The evidence further discloses that said excess contributions 
could be as much as $77,.65-0 ($65·,350 by Phillips-Nichols tor water 
service to Tract 841 and $12,300 by Huston and his partners tor 
water service to Tract 760). 
!tract lOSS-

The water system in Tract 1088 (formerly Tract 666) is 
classified in Exhibit 4 as both contributed and non-contributed 
plant. Watcher asserts that Tract 1088 is the only tract within 
Rural's service territory that was developed by the sole 
shareholders of Rural durinq the relevant time period. While all 
tracts not developed by Rural's owners are treated as contributed 
in Ey..hibi t 4, only a portion of Tract 1088 is categorized in the 
exhibit as contributed.. Watcher turther asserts that t:ae sole 
reason Finnstrom offered for cateqorizing a portion as non
contributod is his intcrprotation of 0.82-04-082 in A.60G51. That 
proceeding was an applic~tion by Palo Mesa to extend its service 
territcry to additional tracts including Tract 666, the former 
number of Tract 1088. 

Finding 12 of 0 ... 82-04-082 is as follows: 
"12. The developers ot all tracts, except Tract 

666, have a;rreed to contribute the water 
systems in these tracts. The amount of these 
contributions is $800,124 Which does not 
include amounts tor additional sources ot water 
supply. It is reasonable to grant Palo Mesa a 
deviation from its main extension rule to 
accept these contributions." 

Ordering Paragraph 3 of the decision is as follows! 

"3. Applicants are granted a deviation trom 
their main extension rule and are authorized to 
accept $800,124 as contributions from·the 
developers ot all tracts,. except Tract 666· • 
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Watcher alleges that: 

"Contrary to water Branch staff's 
interpretation, 0.82-04-082 does not hold that 
Tract 1088 is to be treated as noncontributed. 
What the decision does do is direct the 
treatment of Qther tracts; it grants Palo Mesa 
a deviation from its main e~ension rule and 
authorizes Palo· Mesa 'to accept $800,124 as 
contributions from the developers of all 
tracts, except Tract 66&_' 0.82-04-082, 
Ordering paragraph 3. Nowhere does the 
decision mandate ~. treatment for Tract 1088. 
As to· Tract 1088, the decision is simply -- and 
plainly -- neutral. As a result, since it has 
not been waived, the main extension rule 
(Rule 15) still applies to Tract 1088. 

"Staff's erroneous attempt to· turn neutrality 
into' a directive to treat the Tract 1088: systom. 
as noncontributed at some time later finds 
absQlutely no S~ppOrt in the decision." 

Tract 1088 is categorized as both contributed and non
contributed. The contributed portion is not a part of Rate Base • 
The noncontributed portion of Tract 1088 is as follows: 

lXa.ct #'1088 (Bu~l) 

Well & PUmp 
Office & Storage 

Building 

Main Valves, etc. 
Hydrants 
Meters 

Tract 110BB to #933 

Transln. Line 

Total 

$24,444 

15,25l 

40,050 
5,200 

700 

$41,349 

$12'6,994 

- 6 -

D.82-04-082, Order 
No.3.. Cost 
provided by Rural 
(letters 6/10/86, 
7/3'/87 & verbally) 

Standard Policy, 
costs estimated 
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Tract #1088 for 
connection to· Palo Mesa 
(costs provided by 
Rural, see :Jx)ve) 
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as set forth in Exhibit s~ Watcher believes the $40,050 for Main 
Valves etc. should be cate90rized contributed plant rather than 
non-contributed plant. 
1'\. • 
",lscuSS1QD 

There is no dispute with respect to the fact that 
Tracts 841 and 760 are classified in Exhibit 4 as contributed 
plant. Generally contributed plant is not included in rate base. 
Such is the case with respect to Tracts 841 and 760. If plant is 
not included in rate base it follows that there is no rate of 
return earned on the portion of plant not included in rate base. 
There is also no dispute that Rural may have requested from the 
developers of these tracts excess monies for the main extensions to 
those tracts. 

Rule No. 15 of Rural's tariff covers Main Extensions. 
Section C of the rule covers Extensions to Serve Sabdivisions, 
Tracts, Housing Projects ,. Industrial Developments, Commercial 
Buildings, or Shopping Centers. Paragraph 1d. of Section C 
provides the following: 

"d. If, in the opinion of the utility it 
appears that a proposed main extension will 
not, within a reasonable period, develop 
sufficient revenue to· make the extension sclf
supporting, or it for some other reason it 
appears to the utility that a main extension 
contract would place an excessive burden on 
customers, the utility may require 
nonrefundable contributions of plant facilities 
from developers in lieu of a main, extension 
contract .. 

"If an applicant for a main extension contract 
who is asked to contribute the facilities 
believes such request to be unreasonable, such 
applicant may refer the matter to the 
Commission for determination,. as provided for 
in Section A.S. of this rule." 

The remedy for excess contributions lies- within Rule 15-. 
In the event a developer does not desire to· pursue remedies set 
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forth in the rule it does not follow that the benefit of the excess 
contri~utions should ~e passed on to the ratepayers, in the torm ot 
deductions from rate base especially when the so-called excess 
contributions are clas~ified as contributed plant and not a part ot 
rate base .. 

The request of Watcher to reduce rate base should be 

denied. 
We now turn to whether $40,050 of the water system in 

Tract 1088 should be changed trom non-contributed to contributed 
plant. 

0.82-04-082 was a decision authorizinq Palo Mesa, the 
predecessor of Rural to extend its service territory. Review of 
that decision leads us to the conclusion that Finnstrom's 
interpretation of the decision is correct.. Had we intended that 
Tract 1088 (formerly Tract 666) be treated as contributed plant 
even though the developers did not so' agree we would have 
authorized the extension to Tract 666 on the condition that the 
developers contribute the water system to the utility. 

Furthermore,. in 0.83-06-009, which authorized the 
transfer of Palo. Mesa's certificate of public convenience and 
necessity to Rural, we tound that Palo- Mesa's owners stopped 
providing public water service in mid 1982; Newdoll and Smith were 
the sole shareholders, directors and ofticers ot Rural and that 
Newdoll and Smith have operated Palo Mesa at their own expense 
since mid 1982 (Findings of Fact 4, S, and 6, respectively). 

At the time of the transter, as best we can determine, 
Rural had already borne the expenses that have been categorized as 
non-contributed plant in Exhibit 4. 'l'he categorization ot that 
portion ot the plant as non-contributed is proper especially in 
view of the fact that the owners of Rural spent the money for the 
plant categorized as non-contributed and were entitled· to a return 
on their investment. 
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We eoncur with Finnstrom that the $40,050 for Main Valves 
etc. is properly categorized as non-eontributed plant. 
C0IIIIIeflt8 tc' the Proposed. DecitsJ.2n . 

The ALJ~s, proposed decision was filed and mailed to the 
parties on November 13, 1989. on December 1, 1989, the Water 
Branch requested an extension of time to file comments. By ruling 
dated December 5'1 1989, the ALJ extended the time for f1ling 
comments, to DiI?cember a., 1989.. Comments on the proposed d.ecision 
were filed ~y Watcher and the Water Branch on December a, 1989. 

The comments focus on the absence of a remedy in the 
ALJ's Proposed Decision regarding the excess, monies that Ru:al may 
have exacted from the developers of Tracts 841 and 7&0. Watcher 
and Water Brax:,ch both point out that tlUs COmmission has a 
responsil:>ility to insu:e that entities regulated. by it do not 
engage in improper acts such as is the CASe in this instance. 
Watcher avers that the proposed decision of the ALJ offers no such 
protection for the integrity of this Commission's regulatory 
conduct. It further avers that the proposed decision simply 
ignores, admittedly improper conduct.. We have cuefully reviewed 
the recorcl and the ALJ's proposed decision. Watcher's critieism of 
the ALJ's proposed decision is unfounded.. In its brief Watcher 
urqed that the excess eontributions be subtracted from rate base. 
The brief filed ~y the Water Branch concluded as follows: 

"The Branch urges the Commission to affirm thAt 
the rate base adopted in D.88-l0-029 is just 
and reasonable. But, if the COmmission can 
determine the amount of overpayment by 
developers in eonnection with traets, 750 ana 
841, and if it is satisfied that the developers 
w1ll not seek the refund they may be entitled 
to, then a ratemakinq remedy should be 
fashionea to, eliminate the windfall to the 
utility, without redueinq a rate base ... · 

In the diseussion portion of' his proposed decision, the ALJ 

re-jeeted'the remedy proposed. ,by Watcher whieh diseussion we hAve 
adopted herein. The ALJ'8 proposed deCision contains no, discussion 
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concerning the Water Branch's recommended "ratemaking remed~" 
contained in its ~rief. We'do not know why, the ALJ ehose not to 
mention this ~ratemAkinq remedy", however it would appeAr that be 
did not discuss it because Water Branch did not recommend how the 
'''ratemakinq reoedy'" should be implemented .. 

Watcher, in its comments requests additional findings of 
fact and conclusions of law, which provide for a reduction of rate 
base in the amount of $77,650. Watcher under the gu.ise of comments 
is rearquing what it has previously set forth in its brief in this 
matter .. 

The failure of the developers to seek a refund of their 
apparently excess contributions pursuant to, Rule 15 presents us 
with an unusual situation.. Rule lS does not itself provide for 
ratemaking adjustments in the absence of a main extension 
contract. Having rejected Watcher's rate base adjustment as 
inappropriate, we face the prospect of fashioning a unique 
ratemaking adjustment to ensure that those who overcM:ged to 
d.evelopers do not profit from their .improper activ.it.ies. 
Unfortunately, the implementation of such an adjustment would be 

complicated by a number of factors. 
First, we take official notice of 0.8-8-10-023, which 

shows that the utility ownership has changed since the apparent 
excess contributions were collected. ~his change in ownership 
means that any ratemaking adjustment we make will not directly 
reach those responsible for the overcharges and would force the 
present owner to· seek recovery of the money lost tbrouqh the 
adjustment from the former owners. If recovery were not possible, 
for whatever reason, ~ne present owner would suffer for the 
apparent sins of the former owners. Customers would 4180 suffer, 
since we could hardly deny the present owner the opportunity to 
recover from ratepayers tne leqitimate litigation costs that would 
undoubtedly be incurred in any att~mpt to seek recovery from the 
former owners .. If there were evidence that the utility itself, as 
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oppo'sed to .its former owners, benefited from the excess 
contributions" we would be less reluctant to impose an adjustment 
at this time.' 

Second, Watcher and Water Branch fail to consider that 
had the developers pursued their remedies under Rule 15, the 
ratepayers would not have received any benefits throuqh reduced 
rates. Watcher and Water Branch are here seeking to have monies 
which may be due to the developers accrue to the ratepayers when 
the developers fail to pursue their remedies. In this instance, 
the ratepayers have already received a benefit beCAuse, in the 
a]:;)sence of a main exeension contract,. Rural is unable to obtain the 
standard depreciation expense on any of the contributions. While 
we ~o not wish to d.ownplay the importance of compliance with our 
regulatiOns, we do not see the proposed ratemakinq adjustment ~s 
critical to our regulatory integrity. 

Third, we lack precise information regarding the extent 
of the apparent overeharqes. The developers have not been helpful 
in evaluating the apparent overcharge amounts. 

Ultimatel~:, wa must decide whether an admittedly serious 
breach of Commission rules and poliey which led to an apparent 
windfall of excess contributions to'the fomer owners of a small 
water utility justifies the imposition of a uniquely fashioned 
ratemakinq adjustment on the current owner. If we were more 
confident that the consequences of an adjustment could easily be 

passed on to the apparent wrongdoers, we would not hesitate to do 
so. However, we feel that it is more likely that the current owner 
and customers would be the ones to suffer most. ~he owner would 
Buffer the need to engage in costly, time consuming, ana possibly 
fruitless litiqation aqainst the former owners. If the litigation 
did not result in recovery of both the revenue adjustment los~ and 
the litigation costs,. the customers would also be likely to suffer 
both because they would have to pay through, rates the reasonable 
cost of such litigation and:beeausethe ,operations of the uti.lity 
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migh~ suffer from the absence of the revenue the utility los~ 
through the ratemakinq 4djustment~ 

In a perfect world, we would order 4 ratemakinq 
adjustment such as that reques-eed by Watcher And Water Branch.. In . 
light of the absence of a remedy in Rule lS, the prObable hardships 
for the current owner and customers that would result from 4 
necessarily un.i.que and imprecise ratemakinq adjustment, the 
questionable ability of the current owner to recover from the 
former owners, the reluctance of the developers b4rmed by the 
overcharge to pursue their remedies and to aid the Commission in 
its investigative efforts, and the failure of Water Branch to 
preeent suggested detAils of its "'ratemAkinq remedy," we decline to 
impose the requested "'ratemakinq remedy. If' Gi.ven the unique facts 
of this CAse, we will not punish the innocent and make them seek ~ 
punish the apparently guilty in order to defend the sanctity of our 
ratemakinq princ;i.ples. 

We do, ho~ever, believe the ease pointe out the need to 
amend: Rule lS· to adcLress the situation presented here,. and we will 
order Water Branch to· recommend such an amendment in the near 
future. 
Finding!:! of Pact 

1. Rural may have collected excess contributions in 
connection with Tracts 841 and 760. 

2. The excess contributions could be as much 48 SGS,3S0 in 
connection with Tract 841. 

3. The excess contributions could be as much as $12,300 in 
connection with 'rract 76·0. 

4. Tracts 841 and 760 are categorized as contributed. plant. 
S,.. Contributed plant is not a part of rate base. 
6. Watcher requests that Rural's rate base be .educed by the 

amount 0'£ the excess contributions. 
7 .. Remedies with respect to excess contributions are covered 

by Rule 15 of Rural's tariff. 
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8. Tract 1088 is categorized in Exhibit 4 as both 
contributed plant and non-contributed plant. 

9 • Watcher requests that the port'ion of non-contributed. 
plant in connection with Tract 1088· entitled Main Valves etc. 1n 
the amount of $40,05·0 :be changed from non-contributed plant 'to 
contributed plant. 

10. Watcher interprets 0.82-04-082 differently than 'the 
author of Exhibit 4. 
Conclusions of Law 

No refunds of the rates authorized by 0.88-10-029 should. 
be ordered. 

QED E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The Rates authorized by Decision (D., 88-10-029 are no 

longer subject to refund. 
2. D.8·8-10-029' is made final. 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated' DEC 1 8 \989 ,at San Francisco', California. 
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We concur with Finnstrom that the $40,050 for Main Valves 
etc~ is properly categorized as non-contributed plant. 
Findings ot Fact 

l~ Rural may have collected excess contributions in 
connection with Tracts 841 and 760~ 

2. The excess contributions could be as ~ueh as $65,350 in 
connection with Tract 841~ // 

/ 

3~ The excess contributions could be as much as $12,300 ,in 
connection with Tract 7 60 ~ L 

4. Tracts 841 and 760 are categorized as contribute~ plant. 
5,. contril:>uted plant is not a part of rate base .. / 

/.' 6. Watcher requests that Rural's rate base be ~educed by the 
amount of the excess contributions. // 

7~ Remedies with respect to excess contributions are covered 
by Rule 15 of Rural's tariff. I~l" 

8. Tract 1088 is categorized in Exhibit/4 as both 
contributeCl plant and non-contributed plant. /~ 

9. Watcher requests that the portiO~~f non-contributed 
't 

plant in connection with Tract 1088· entitied Main Valves etc. in 
I' 

the amount of $40,05,0 be Changed from non-contril:>uted plant to 
,If 

contributed plant.. )" 
10. Watcher interprets D.S2-0~08Z differently than the 

!' author of EXhibit 4. .(1 

5:oncl'gsions of Law· ;/. 
No refunds of the ratesJ!authorized by O~SS-10-029 should 

¢ be ordered. l 
I' • 
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o R..P....E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
l. The P~tes authorized by Oecision (0.) 88-l0-029 are no 

long~r subject to refund. / 
2.. O.~8-10-029 is :maae final: . 

Th~s order beco:mes effect~ve 30 days from~~oday. 

_ ._ ... _ .. _ ... ~' at san 7~~' Califo>:ni ... 
Dated. 

/ 
I ' 
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